
 

Onesys Navigator™ (ON)  
 
The Onesys Navigator™ is a unique software tool for documenting clinical decisions together             
with supporting image and other data. It helps manage the huge mass            
of information stored in hospitals and health care centers. With the aid            
of the Onesys Navigator™ physicians create virtual workspaces of         
each patient. The physician goes through the patient´s images and          
selects pertinent images that are relevant at each decision point in the            
treatment process (“bookmarking”). These images are saved as        
snapshots on the workspace and can be opened afterwards by just           
clicking them, fetching only those images and not the entire          
PACS/DICOM series. The ON saves physician time and makes         
patient data management much easier. 
  
ON features space for the the clinical decision and a simple 2D viewer that allows physicians to                 
examine images and save pertinent ones by choosing them into a snapshot. In addition ON               
offers a unique 3D viewer which makes it possible to examine patient’s medical imaging data in                
three dimensions, where the user may interact with the object in all 3 or any 1 axis (see screen                   
capture recording). Three dimensional models can also be saved as snapshots into the patient’s              
workspace. To our knowledge ON features the first 3D image processor for use in routine               
clinical workup, in the outpatient office or at the bedside.  
  
Onesys Navigator™ makes continuous long term follow-up of patients easy. Each patient’s            
visit is saved with snapshots and clinical notes on a page that is extremely easy to open. It was                   
implemented as part of the EMR (called ESKO) at Oulu University Hospital. There, opening of               
ON files was done with a simple button-prompt which appeared directly in patient’s chart in the                
hospital’s EMR. Onesys Navigator™ can be used in radiological meetings to document the             
decisions made in the meeting. The product can also be used in education and conferences to                
visualize image sets from different patients. The software is downloaded to each computer (via              
thumbdrive, ssd or back-end deployment) and the server solution makes it possible to archive              
information from any computer with ON installed. The server stores all the information             
physicians produce with the ON, without duplication of images or text. 

  
  
 
 
 
Left: EMR of the hospital, with prompt to the ON 
Middle: ON 3D Viewer 
Right: ON workspace with clinical notes on left        
and supporting images on right (2D and 3D) 

 



 

The ON is part of the third wave of the digital revolution: 
In the first wave, vast amounts of statistical data were processed. 
In the second wave the powerful infrastructure of databases were created. 
Now, in the third phase, integration of the databases is possible due to full digitization of entire                 
enterprise, including digital products, channels and processes, as well as advanced analytics            
that enable entirely new operating models. 
 
Surprisingly, across the globe, most people want the same thing: assistance with routine tasks              
and navigating the often complex healthcare system, including more complex, high-value           
services, such as integrated care companion apps or mobile health records. (McKinsey,             
July 2014) 
  
In the fall of 2014, V West, D Borland and W Hammond summarized the present situation: 
“Presenting a great deal of information in a single screen shot where the user can interactively                
explore the information is an important design feature. 
“We found few innovative EHR visualization techniques that lend themselves to the large             
amount of data available electronically.” 
(Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, 2014) 
 
At Onesys Oy, the Onesys Navigator is part of a family of products. Emphasis has been placed                 
on synergy, that is, that each part can be a standalone but completely new functionality is                
enabled with multiple products work together. 
Overall benefits of using Onesys products are as follows: 
Time saving – Fresh eyes on a patient’s data need not dry out poring through 20-50 pages of                  
EMR entries, all pertinent information is readily present in as little as 1-2 pages of annotated,                
documentation-backed notes. 
Enhanced follow-up in the treatment pathway 
Cost savings – less time needed to manage, store and retrieve pertinent information. 
Higher quality of care – Time is spent diagnosing the patient, not the EMR. 
Onesys products can be used in many different situations and at different levels depending on               
the needs of its customers/clients: 

● Physicians´ decision making process 
● Patient information/education 
● Training of students residents and staff 
● Procedure planning and surgical navigation 
● Presentations as part of slide shows such as PowerPoint, Google          

Slides 

3D: https://drive.google.com/file/d/18k2vpYeTO3IRKOmzBzaiYRAfzYaMBEIu/view 
2D: https://drive.google.com/file/d/10W7PCn6i2fWEnWK14Y22HfgX4weGPK-O/view 
UX Screen recordings 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18k2vpYeTO3IRKOmzBzaiYRAfzYaMBEIu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10W7PCn6i2fWEnWK14Y22HfgX4weGPK-O/view


 

    
The Onesys product family concept consists of 3 main products, of which the first one, the                
Onesys Navigator, has been launched, mobile version is under development. 
 
Truly new graphical user interfaces are invented once or twice in a decade. The Onesys               
Navigator is the premier solution for HIS where existing EMRs and other services already              
provide the underlying data architecture, but where the ease-of-access to and sharing of             
information from one hospital to another, or from one doctor to another, or simply to the patient                 
has not been realized to the desired level. The software is vendor neutral and works on all major                  
(and most non-major) EMR systems. It has been piloted at a site currently using Epic (at the U                  
of M Fairview, Minneapolis) and formally rolled out as part of ESKO (the EMR at Oulu University                 
Hospital, Oulu, Finland). 

3D: https://drive.google.com/file/d/18k2vpYeTO3IRKOmzBzaiYRAfzYaMBEIu/view 
2D: https://drive.google.com/file/d/10W7PCn6i2fWEnWK14Y22HfgX4weGPK-O/view 
UX Screen recordings 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18k2vpYeTO3IRKOmzBzaiYRAfzYaMBEIu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10W7PCn6i2fWEnWK14Y22HfgX4weGPK-O/view

